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Abstract
Natural language understanding has recently
seen a surge of progress with the use of
sentence encoders like ELMo (Peters et al.,
2018a) and BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) which
are pretrained on variants of language mod-
eling. We conduct the first large-scale sys-
tematic study of candidate pretraining tasks,
comparing 19 different tasks both as alter-
natives and complements to language model-
ing. Our primary results support the use lan-
guage modeling, especially when combined
with pretraining on additional labeled-data
tasks. However, our results are mixed across
pretraining tasks and show some concern-
ing trends: In ELMo’s pretrain-then-freeze
paradigm, random baselines are worryingly
strong and results vary strikingly across tar-
get tasks. In addition, fine-tuning BERT on
an intermediate task often negatively impacts
downstream transfer. In a more positive trend,
we see modest gains from multitask training,
suggesting the development of more sophis-
ticated multitask and transfer learning tech-
niques as an avenue for further research.
1 Introduction
State-of-the-art models in natural language pro-
cessing (NLP) often incorporate encoder func-
tions which generate a sequence of vectors in-
tended to represent the in-context meaning of each
word in an input text. These encoders have typ-
ically been trained directly on the target task at
hand, which can be effective for data-rich tasks
and yields human performance on some narrowly-
defined benchmarks (Rajpurkar et al., 2018; Has-
san et al., 2018), but is tenable only for the few
tasks with millions of training data examples. This
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Figure 1: Learning settings that we consider. Model
components with frozen parameters are shown in gray
and decorated with snowflakes. Top (pretraining): We
pretrain a BiLSTM on a task (left), and learn a target
task model on top of the representations it produces
(right). Middle (intermediate ELMo training): We
train a BiLSTM on top of ELMo for an intermediate
task (left). We then train a target task model on top of
the intermediate task BiLSTM and ELMo (right). Bot-
tom (intermediate BERT training): We fine-tune BERT
on an intermediate task (left), and then fine-tune the re-
sulting model again on a target task (right).
limitation has prompted interest in pretraining for
these encoders: The encoders are first trained on
outside data, and then plugged into a target task
model.
Howard and Ruder (2018), Peters et al. (2018a),
Radford et al. (2018), and Devlin et al. (2019)
establish that encoders pretrained on variants of
the language modeling task can be reused to yield
strong performance on downstream NLP tasks.
Subsequent work has homed in on language mod-
eling (LM) pretraining, finding that such mod-
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els can be productively fine-tuned on intermedi-
ate tasks like natural language inference before
transferring to downstream tasks (Phang et al.,
2018). However, we identify two open ques-
tions: (1) How effective are tasks beyond lan-
guage modeling in training reusable sentence en-
coders (2) Given the recent successes of LMs with
intermediate-task training, which tasks can be ef-
fectively combined with language modeling and
each other.
The main contribution of this paper is a large-
scale systematic study of these two questions. For
the first question, we train reusable sentence en-
coders on 19 different pretraining tasks and task
combinations and several simple baselines, us-
ing a standardized model architecture and proce-
dure for pretraining. For the second question,
we conduct additional pretraining on ELMo (Pe-
ters et al., 2018b) and BERT (Devlin et al., 2019)
with 17 different intermediate tasks and task com-
binations. We evaluate each of these encoders
on the nine target language-understanding tasks in
the GLUE benchmark (Wang et al., 2019), yield-
ing a total of 53 sentence encoders and 477 total
trained models. We measure correlation in perfor-
mance across target tasks and plot learning curves
to show the effect of data volume on both pretrain-
ing and target task training.
We find that language modeling is the most
effective pretraining task that we study. Multi-
task pretraining or intermediate task training of-
fers modest further gains. However, we see several
worrying trends:
• The margins between substantially different
pretraining tasks can be extremely small in
this transfer learning regimen and many pre-
training tasks struggle to outperform trivial
baselines.
• Many of the tasks used for intermediate task
training adversely impact the transfer ability
of LM pretraining.
• Different target tasks differ dramatically in
what kinds of pretraining they benefit most
from, but naı¨ve multitask pretraining seems
ineffective at combining the strengths of dis-
parate pretraining tasks.
These observations suggest that while scaling up
LM pretraining (as in Radford et al., 2019) is
likely the most straightforward path to further
gains, our current methods for multitask and trans-
fer learning may be substantially limiting our re-
sults.
2 Related Work
Work on reusable sentence encoders can be traced
back at least as far as the multitask model of Col-
lobert et al. (2011). Several works focused on
learning reusable sentence-to-vector encodings,
where the pretrained encoder produces a fixed-size
representation for each input sentence (Dai and
Le, 2015; Kiros et al., 2015; Hill et al., 2016; Con-
neau et al., 2017). More recent reusable sentence
encoders such as CoVe (McCann et al., 2017) and
GPT (Radford et al., 2018) instead represent sen-
tences as sequences of vectors. These methods
work well, but most use distinct pretraining objec-
tives, and none offers a substantial investigation of
the choice of objective like we conduct here.
We build on two methods for pretraining sen-
tence encoders on language modeling: ELMo and
BERT. ELMo consists of a forward and back-
ward LSTM (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997),
the hidden states of which are used to produce
a contextual vector representation for each token
in the inputted sequence. ELMo is adapted to
target tasks by freezing the model weights and
only learning a set of task-specific scalar weights
that are used to compute a linear combination of
the LSTM layers. BERT consists of a pretrained
Transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017), and is adapted
to downstream tasks by fine-tuning the entire
model. Follow-up work has explored parameter-
efficient fine-tuning (Stickland and Murray, 2019;
Houlsby et al., 2019) and better target task adapta-
tion via multitask fine-tuning (Phang et al., 2018;
Liu et al., 2019), but work in this area is nascent.
The successes of sentence encoder pretrain-
ing have sparked a line of work analyzing these
models (Zhang and Bowman, 2018; Peters et al.,
2018b; Tenney et al., 2019b; Peters et al., 2019;
Tenney et al., 2019a; Liu et al., 2019, i.a.). Our
work also attempts to better understand what is
learned by pretrained encoders, but we study this
question entirely through the lens of pretraining
and fine-tuning tasks, rather than architectures or
specific linguistic capabilities. Some of our exper-
iments resemble those of Yogatama et al. (2019),
who also empirically investigate transfer perfor-
mance with limited amounts of data and find sim-
ilar evidence of catastrophic forgetting.
Multitask representation learning in NLP is well
studied, and again can be traced back at least as
far as Collobert et al. (2011). Luong et al. (2016)
show promising results combining translation and
parsing; Subramanian et al. (2018) benefit from
multitask learning in sentence-to-vector encoding;
and Bingel and Søgaard (2017) and Changpinyo
et al. (2018) offer studies of when multitask learn-
ing is helpful for lower-level NLP tasks.
3 Transfer Paradigms
We consider two recent paradigms for transfer
learning: pretraining and intermediate training.
See Figure 1 for a graphical depiction.
Pretraining Our first set of experiments is de-
signed to systematically investigate the effective-
ness of a broad range of tasks in pretraining sen-
tence encoders. For each task, we first train a
randomly initialized model to convergence on that
pretraining task, and then train a model for a tar-
get task on top of the trained encoder. For these
experiments, we largely follow the procedure and
architecture used by ELMo rather than BERT, but
we expect similar trends with BERT-style models.
Intermediate Training Given the robust suc-
cess of LM pretraining, we explore methods of
further improving on such sentence encoders. In
particular, we take inspiration from Phang et al.
(2018), who show gains in first fine-tuning BERT
on an intermediate task, and then fine-tuning again
on a target task. Our second set of experiments
investigates which tasks can be used for interme-
diate training to augment LM pretraining. We de-
sign experiments using both pretrained ELMo and
BERT as the base encoder. When using ELMo, we
follow standard procedure and train a task-specific
LSTM and output component (e.g. MLP for clas-
sification, decoder for sequence generation, etc.)
on top of the representations produced by ELMo.
During this stage, the pretrained ELMo weights
are frozen except for a set of layer mixing weights.
When using BERT, we follow standard procedure
and train a small task-specific output component
using the [CLS] output vector while also fine-
tuning the weights of the full BERT model.
Target Task Evaluation For our pretraining and
intermediate ELMo experiments, to evaluate on a
target task, we train a target task model on top
of the representations produced by the encoder,
Task |Train| Task Type
GLUE Tasks
CoLA 8.5K acceptability
SST 67K sentiment
MRPC 3.7K paraphrase detection
QQP 364K paraphrase detection
STS 7K sentence similarity
MNLI 393K NLI
QNLI 105K QA (NLI)
RTE 2.5K NLI
WNLI 634 coreference resolution (NLI)
Outside Tasks
DisSent WT 311K discourse marker prediction
LM WT 4M language modeling
LM BWB 30M language modeling
MT En-De 3.4M translation
MT En-Ru 3.2M translation
Reddit 18M response prediction
SkipThought 4M next sentence prediction
Table 1: Tasks used for pretraining and intermediate
training of sentence encoders. We also use the GLUE
tasks as target tasks to evaluate the encoders. For the
language modeling (LM) tasks, we report the number
of sentences in the corpora.
which is again frozen throughout target task train-
ing except for a set of target-task-specific layer
mixing weights. For our intermediate BERT ex-
periments, we follow the same procedure as in in-
termediate training: We train a target-task model
using the [CLS] representation and fine-tune the
encoder throughout target task training.
We use the nine target tasks in GLUE (Wang
et al., 2019) to evaluate each of the encoders we
train. GLUE is an open-ended shared task compe-
tition and evaluation toolkit for reusable sentence
encoders, built around a set of nine sentence and
sentence pairs tasks spanning a range of dataset
sizes, paired with private test data and an online
leaderboard. We evaluate each model on each of
the nine tasks, and report the resulting scores and
the GLUE score, a macro-average over tasks.
4 Tasks
Our experiments compare encoders pretrained or
fine-tuned on a large number of tasks and task
combinations, where a task is a dataset–objective
function pair. We select these tasks either to serve
as baselines or because they have shown promise
in prior work, especially in sentence-to-vector en-
coding. See Appendix A for details and tasks we
experimented with but which did not show strong
enough performance to warrant a full evaluation.
Random Encoder A number of recent works
have noted that randomly initialized, untrained
LSTMs can obtain surprisingly strong down-
stream task performance (Zhang and Bowman,
2018; Wieting and Kiela, 2019; Tenney et al.,
2019b). Accordingly, our pretraining and inter-
mediate ELMo experiments include a baseline of
a randomly initialized BiLSTM with no further
training. This baseline is especially strong be-
cause our ELMo-style models use a skip connec-
tion from the input of the encoder to the output,
allowing the task-specific component to see the
input representations, yielding a model similar to
Iyyer et al. (2015).
GLUE Tasks We use the nine tasks included
with GLUE as pretraining and intermediate tasks:
acceptability classification with CoLA (Warstadt
et al., 2018); binary sentiment classification with
SST (Socher et al., 2013); semantic similarity with
the MSR Paraphrase Corpus (MRPC; Dolan and
Brockett, 2005), Quora Question Pairs1 (QQP),
and STS-Benchmark (STS; Cer et al., 2017); and
textual entailment with the Multi-Genre NLI Cor-
pus (MNLI Williams et al., 2018), RTE 1, 2, 3,
and 5 (RTE; Dagan et al., 2006, et seq.), and data
from SQuAD (QNLI;2 Rajpurkar et al., 2016)
and the Winograd Schema Challenge (WNLI;
Levesque et al., 2011) recast as entailment in the
style of White et al. (2017). MNLI and QQP have
previously been shown to be effective for pretrain-
ing in other settings (Conneau et al., 2017; Sub-
ramanian et al., 2018; Phang et al., 2018). Other
tasks are included to represent a broad sample of
labeling schemes commonly used in NLP.
Outside Tasks We train language models on
two datasets: WikiText-103 (WT; Merity et al.,
2017) and Billion Word Language Model Bench-
mark (BWB; Chelba et al., 2013). Because rep-
resentations from ELMo and BERT capture left
and right context, they cannot be used in con-
junction with unidirectional language modeling,
so we exclude this task from intermediate train-
ing experiments. We train machine translation
(MT) models on WMT14 English-German (Bo-
jar et al., 2014) and WMT17 English-Russian
(Bojar et al., 2017). We train SkipThought-style
sequence-to-sequence (seq2seq) models to read a
1 data.quora.com/First-Quora-Dataset-
Release-Question-Pairs
2QNLI has been re-released with updated splits since the
original release. We use the original splits.
sentence from WT and predict the following sen-
tence (Kiros et al., 2015; Tang et al., 2017). We
train DisSent models to read two clauses from WT
that are connected by a discourse marker such as
and, but, or so and predict the the discourse marker
(Jernite et al., 2017; Nie et al., 2019). Finally, we
train seq2seq models to predict the response to a
given comment from Reddit, using a previously
existing dataset obtained by a third party (available
on pushshift.io), comprised of 18M comment–
response pairs from 2008-2011. This dataset was
used by Yang et al. (2018) to train sentence en-
coders.
Multitask Learning We consider three sets of
these tasks for multitask pretraining and interme-
diate training: all GLUE tasks, all non-GLUE
(outside) tasks, and all tasks.
5 Models and Experimental Details
We implement our models using the jiant
toolkit,3 which is in turn built on AllenNLP (Gard-
ner et al., 2017) and on a public PyTorch imple-
mentation of BERT.4 Appendix A presents addi-
tional details.
Encoder Architecture For both the pretraining
and intermediate ELMo experiments, we process
words using a pretrained character-level convolu-
tional neural network (CNN) from ELMo. We use
this pretrained word encoder for pretraining exper-
iments to avoid potentially difficult issues with un-
known word handling in transfer learning.
For the pretraining experiments, these input rep-
resentations are fed to a two-layer 1024D bidirec-
tional LSTM from which we take the sequence
of hidden states from the top layer as the con-
textual representation. A task-specific model sees
both the top-layer hidden states of this model and,
through a skip connection, the input token rep-
resentations. For the intermediate ELMo experi-
ments, we compute contextual representations us-
ing the entire pretrained ELMo model, which are
passed to a similar LSTM that is then trained on
the intermediate task. We also include a skip con-
nection from the ELMo representations to the task
specific model. Our experiments with BERT use
the BASE case-sensitive version of the model.
3https://github.com/nyu-mll/jiant/
tree/bert-friends-exps
4https://github.com/huggingface/
pytorch-pretrained-BERT
Pretr. Avg CoLA SST MRPC QQP STS MNLI QNLI RTE WNLI
Baselines
Random 68.2 16.9 84.3 77.7/85.6 83.0/80.6 81.7/82.6 73.9 79.6 57.0 31.0*
Single-Task 69.1 21.3 89.0 77.2/84.7 84.7/81.9 81.4/82.2 74.8 78.8 56.0 11.3*
GLUE Tasks as Pretraining Tasks
CoLA 68.2 21.3 85.7 75.0/83.7 85.7/82.4 79.0/80.3 72.7 78.4 56.3 15.5*
SST 68.6 16.4 89.0 76.0/84.2 84.4/81.6 80.6/81.4 73.9 78.5 58.8 19.7*
MRPC 68.2 16.4 85.6 77.2/84.7 84.4/81.8 81.2/82.2 73.6 79.3 56.7 22.5*
QQP 68.0 14.7 86.1 77.2/84.5 84.7/81.9 81.1/82.0 73.7 78.2 57.0 45.1*
STS 67.7 14.1 84.6 77.9/85.3 81.7/79.2 81.4/82.2 73.6 79.3 57.4 43.7*
MNLI 69.1 16.7 88.2 78.9/85.2 84.5/81.5 81.8/82.6 74.8 79.6 58.8 36.6*
QNLI 67.9 15.6 84.2 76.5/84.2 84.3/81.4 80.6/81.8 73.4 78.8 58.8 56.3
RTE 68.1 18.1 83.9 77.5/85.4 83.9/81.2 81.2/82.2 74.1 79.1 56.0 39.4*
WNLI 68.0 16.3 84.3 76.5/84.6 83.0/80.5 81.6/82.5 73.6 78.8 58.1 11.3*
Non-GLUE Pretraining Tasks
DisSent WT 68.6 18.3 86.6 79.9/86.0 85.3/82.0 79.5/80.5 73.4 79.1 56.7 42.3*
LM WT 70.1 30.8 85.7 76.2/84.2 86.2/82.9 79.2/80.2 74.0 79.4 60.3 25.4*
LM BWB 70.4 30.7 86.8 79.9/86.2 86.3/83.2 80.7/81.4 74.2 79.0 57.4 47.9*
MT En-De 68.1 16.7 85.4 77.9/84.9 83.8/80.5 82.4/82.9 73.5 79.6 55.6 22.5*
MT En-Ru 68.4 16.8 85.1 79.4/86.2 84.1/81.2 82.7/83.2 74.1 79.1 56.0 26.8*
Reddit 66.9 15.3 82.3 76.5/84.6 81.9/79.2 81.5/81.9 72.7 76.8 55.6 53.5*
SkipThought 68.7 16.0 84.9 77.5/85.0 83.5/80.7 81.1/81.5 73.3 79.1 63.9 49.3*
Multitask Pretraining
MTL GLUE 68.9 15.4 89.9 78.9/86.3 82.6/79.9 82.9/83.5 74.9 78.9 57.8 38.0*
MTL Non-GLUE 69.9 30.6 87.0 81.1/87.6 86.0/82.2 79.9/80.6 72.8 78.9 54.9 22.5*
MTL All 70.4 33.2 88.2 78.9/85.9 85.5/81.8 79.7/80.0 73.9 78.7 57.4 33.8*
Test Set Results
LM BWB 66.5 29.1 86.9 75.0/82.1 82.7/63.3 74.0/73.1 73.4 68.0 51.3 65.1
MTL All 68.5 36.3 88.9 77.7/84.8 82.7/63.6 77.8/76.7 75.3 66.2 53.2 65.1
Table 2: Results for pretraining experiments on development sets except where noted. Bold denotes best result
overall. Underlining denotes an average score surpassing the Random baseline. See Section 6 for discussion of
WNLI results (*).
Task-Specific Components We design task-
specific components to be as close to standard
models for each task as possible. Though different
components may have varying parameter counts,
architectures, etc., we believe that results between
tasks are still comparable and informative.
For BERT experiments we use the standard pre-
processing and pass the representation of the spe-
cial [CLS] representation to a logistic regression
classifier. For seq2seq tasks (MT, SkipThought,
pushshift.io Reddit dataset) we replace the classi-
fier with a single-layer LSTM word-level decoder
and initialize the hidden state with the [CLS] rep-
resentation.
For ELMo-style models, we use several model
types:
• Single-sentence classification tasks: We
train a linear projection over the output states
of the encoder, max-pool those projected
states, and feed the result to an MLP.
• Sentence-pair tasks: We perform the same
steps on both sentences and use the heuris-
tic feature vector [h1;h2;h1 · h2;h1 − h2] in
the MLP, following Mou et al. (2016). When
training target-task models on QQP, STS,
MNLI, and QNLI, we use a cross-sentence
attention mechanism similar to BiDAF (Seo
et al., 2017). We do not use this mechanism
in other cases as early results indicated it hurt
transfer performance.
• Seq2seq tasks (MT, SkipThought,
pushshift.io Reddit dataset): We use a
single-layer LSTM decoder where the hid-
den state is initialized with the pooled input
representation.
• Language modeling: We follow ELMo by
concatenating forward and backward models
and learning layer mixing weights.
To use GLUE tasks for pretraining or interme-
diate training in a way that is more comparable
to outside tasks, after pretraining we discard the
learned GLUE classifier, and initialize a new clas-
sifier from scratch for target-task training.
Training and Optimization For BERT experi-
ments, we train our models with the same opti-
mizer and learning rate schedule as the original
work. For all other models, we train our mod-
els with AMSGrad (Reddi et al., 2018). We do
early stopping using development set performance
of the task we are training on. Typical experiments
(pretraining or intermediate training of an encoder
and training nine associated target-task models)
take 1–5 days to complete on an NVIDIA P100
GPU.
When training on multiple tasks, we randomly
sample a task with probability proportional to its
training data size raised to the power of 0.75. This
sampling rate is meant to balance the risks of over-
fitting small-data tasks and underfitting large ones,
and performed best in early experiments. More
extensive experiments with methods like this are
shown in Appendix C. We perform early stopping
based on an average of the tasks’ validation met-
rics.
Hyperparameters Appendix B lists the hyper-
parameter values used. As our experiments re-
quire more than 150 GPU-days on NVIDIA P100
GPUs to run—not counting debugging or learning
curves—we do not have the resources for exten-
sive tuning. Instead, we fix most hyperparameters
to commonly used values. The lack of tuning lim-
its our ability to diagnose the causes of poor per-
formance when it occurs, and we invite readers to
further refine our models using the public code.
6 Results
Tables 2 and 3 respectively show results for our
pretraining and intermediate training experiments.
The Single-Task baselines train and evaluate a
model on only the corresponding GLUE task. To
comply with GLUE’s limits on test set access,
we only evaluate the top few pretrained encoders.
For roughly comparable results in prior work, see
Wang et al. (2019) or www.gluebenchmark.
com; we omit them here in the interest of space.
As of writing, the best test result using a compa-
rable frozen pretrained encoder is 70.0 from Wang
et al. (2019) for a model similar to our GLUEE ,
and the best overall published result is 85.2 from
Liu et al. (2019) using a model similar to our
GLUEB (below), but substantially larger.
While it is not feasible to run each setting mul-
tiple times, we estimate the variance of the GLUE
score by re-running three experiments five times
each with different random seeds. We observe
σ = 0.4 for the random encoder with no pretrain-
ing, σ = 0.2 for ELMo with intermediate MNLI
training, and σ = 0.5 for BERT without inter-
mediate training. This variation is substantial but
many of our results surpass a standard deviation of
our baselines.
The WNLI dataset is both difficult and adversar-
ial: The same hypotheses can be paired with dif-
ferent premises and opposite labels in the train and
development sets, so models that overfit the train
set (which happens quickly on the tiny training set)
often show development set performance below
chance, making early stopping and model selec-
tion difficult. Few of our models reached even the
most frequent class performance (56.3), and when
evaluating models that do worse than this, we re-
place their predictions with the most frequent label
to simulate the performance achieved by not mod-
eling the task at all.
6.1 Pretraining
From Table 2, among target tasks, we find the
grammar-related CoLA task benefits dramatically
from LM pretraining: The results achieved with
LM pretraining are significantly better than the re-
sults achieved without. In contrast, the meaning-
oriented STS sees good results with several kinds
of pretraining, but does not benefit substantially
from LM pretraining.
Among pretraining tasks, language modeling
performs best, followed by MNLI. The remain-
ing pretraining tasks yield performance near that
of the random baseline. Even our single-task base-
line gets less than a one point gain over this simple
baseline. The multitask models are tied or out-
performed by models trained on one of their con-
stituent tasks, suggesting that our approach to mul-
titask learning does not reliably produce models
that productively combine the knowledge taught
by each task. However, of the two models that
perform best on the development data, the multi-
task model generalizes better than the single-task
model on test data for tasks like STS and MNLI
where the test set contains out-of-domain data.
Intermediate Task Avg CoLA SST MRPC QQP STS MNLI QNLI RTE WNLI
ELMo with Intermediate Task Training
RandomE 70.5 38.5 87.7 79.9/86.5 86.7/83.4 80.8/82.1 75.6 79.6 61.7 33.8*
Single-TaskE 71.2 39.4 90.6 77.5/84.4 86.4/82.4 79.9/80.6 75.6 78.0 55.6 11.3*
CoLAE 71.1 39.4 87.3 77.5/85.2 86.5/83.0 78.8/80.2 74.2 78.2 59.2 33.8*
SSTE 71.2 38.8 90.6 80.4/86.8 87.0/83.5 79.4/81.0 74.3 77.8 53.8 43.7*
MRPCE 71.3 40.0 88.4 77.5/84.4 86.4/82.7 79.5/80.6 74.9 78.4 58.1 54.9*
QQPE 70.8 34.3 88.6 79.4/85.7 86.4/82.4 81.1/82.1 74.3 78.1 56.7 38.0*
STSE 71.6 39.9 88.4 79.9/86.4 86.7/83.3 79.9/80.6 74.3 78.6 58.5 26.8*
MNLIE 72.1 38.9 89.0 80.9/86.9 86.1/82.7 81.3/82.5 75.6 79.7 58.8 16.9*
QNLIE 71.2 37.2 88.3 81.1/86.9 85.5/81.7 78.9/80.1 74.7 78.0 58.8 22.5*
RTEE 71.2 38.5 87.7 81.1/87.3 86.6/83.2 80.1/81.1 74.6 78.0 55.6 32.4*
WNLIE 70.9 38.4 88.6 78.4/85.9 86.3/82.8 79.1/80.0 73.9 77.9 57.0 11.3*
DisSent WTE 71.9 39.9 87.6 81.9/87.2 85.8/82.3 79.0/80.7 74.6 79.1 61.4 23.9*
MT En-DeE 72.1 40.1 87.8 79.9/86.6 86.4/83.2 81.8/82.4 75.9 79.4 58.8 31.0*
MT En-RuE 70.4 41.0 86.8 76.5/85.0 82.5/76.3 81.4/81.5 70.1 77.3 60.3 45.1*
RedditE 71.0 38.5 87.7 77.2/85.0 85.4/82.1 80.9/81.7 74.2 79.3 56.7 21.1*
SkipThoughtE 71.7 40.6 87.7 79.7/86.5 85.2/82.1 81.0/81.7 75.0 79.1 58.1 52.1*
MTL GLUEE 72.1 33.8 90.5 81.1/87.4 86.6/83.0 82.1/83.3 76.2 79.2 61.4 42.3*
MTL Non-GLUEE 72.4 39.4 88.8 80.6/86.8 87.1/84.1 83.2/83.9 75.9 80.9 57.8 22.5*
MTL AllE 72.2 37.9 89.6 79.2/86.4 86.0/82.8 81.6/82.5 76.1 80.2 60.3 31.0*
BERT with Intermediate Task Training
Single-TaskB 78.8 56.6 90.9 88.5/91.8 89.9/86.4 86.1/86.0 83.5 87.9 69.7 56.3
CoLAB 78.3 61.3 91.1 87.7/91.4 89.7/86.3 85.0/85.0 83.3 85.9 64.3 43.7*
SSTB 78.4 57.4 92.2 86.3/90.0 89.6/86.1 85.3/85.1 83.2 87.4 67.5 43.7*
MRPCB 78.3 60.3 90.8 87.0/91.1 89.7/86.3 86.6/86.4 83.8 83.9 66.4 56.3
QQPB 79.1 56.8 91.3 88.5/91.7 90.5/87.3 88.1/87.8 83.4 87.2 69.7 56.3
STSB 79.4 61.1 92.3 88.0/91.5 89.3/85.5 86.2/86.0 82.9 87.0 71.5 50.7*
MNLIB 79.6 56.0 91.3 88.0/91.3 90.0/86.7 87.8/87.7 82.9 87.0 76.9 56.3
QNLIB 78.4 55.4 91.2 88.7/92.1 89.9/86.4 86.5/86.3 82.9 86.8 68.2 56.3
RTEB 77.7 59.3 91.2 86.0/90.4 89.2/85.9 85.9/85.7 82.0 83.3 65.3 56.3
WNLIB 76.2 53.2 92.1 85.5/90.0 89.1/85.5 85.6/85.4 82.4 82.5 58.5 56.3
DisSent WTB 78.1 58.1 91.9 87.7/91.2 89.2/85.9 84.2/84.1 82.5 85.5 67.5 43.7*
MT En-DeB 73.9 47.0 90.5 75.0/83.4 89.6/86.1 84.1/83.9 81.8 83.8 54.9 56.3
MT En-RuB 74.3 52.4 89.9 71.8/81.3 89.4/85.6 82.8/82.8 81.5 83.1 58.5 43.7*
RedditB 75.6 49.5 91.7 84.6/89.2 89.4/85.8 83.8/83.6 81.8 84.4 58.1 56.3
SkipThoughtB 75.2 53.9 90.8 78.7/85.2 89.7/86.3 81.2/81.5 82.2 84.6 57.4 43.7*
MTL GLUEB 79.6 56.8 91.3 88.0/91.4 90.3/86.9 89.2/89.0 83.0 86.8 74.7 43.7*
MTL Non-GLUEB 76.7 54.8 91.1 83.6/88.7 89.2/85.6 83.2/83.2 82.4 84.4 64.3 43.7*
MTL AllB 79.3 53.1 91.7 88.0/91.3 90.4/87.0 88.1/87.9 83.5 87.6 75.1 45.1*
Test Set Results
Non-GLUEE 69.7 34.5 89.5 78.2/84.8 83.6/64.3 77.5/76.0 75.4 74.8 55.6 65.1
MNLIB 77.1 49.6 93.2 88.5/84.7 70.6/88.3 86.0/85.5 82.7 78.7 72.6 65.1
GLUEB 77.3 49.0 93.5 89.0/85.3 70.6/88.6 85.8/84.9 82.9 81.0 71.7 34.9
BERT Base 78.4 52.1 93.5 88.9/84.8 71.2/89.2 87.1/85.8 84.0 91.1 66.4 65.1
Table 3: Results for intermediate training experiments on development sets except where noted. E and B respec-
tively denote ELMo and BERT experiments. Bold denotes best scores by section. Underlining denotes average
scores better than the single-task baseline. See Section 6 for discussion of WNLI results (*). BERT Base numbers
are from Devlin et al. (2019).
Intermediate Task Training Looking to Table
3, using ELMo uniformly improves over training
the encoder from scratch. The ELMo-augmented
random baseline is strong, lagging behind the
single-task baseline by less than a point. Most in-
termediate tasks beat the random baseline, but sev-
eral fail to significantly outperform the single-task
baseline. MNLI and English–German translation
perform best with ELMo, with SkipThought and
DisSent also beating the single-task baseline. In-
termediate multitask training on all the non-GLUE
tasks produces our best-performing ELMo model.
Using BERT consistently outperforms ELMo
and pretraining from scratch. We find that in-
termediate training on each of MNLI, QQP, and
STS leads to improvements over no intermediate
training, while intermediate training on the other
tasks harms transfer performance. The improve-
Figure 2: Learning curves (log scale) showing overall GLUE scores for encoders pretrained to convergence with
varying amounts of data, shown for pretraining (left) and intermediate ELMo (center) and BERT (right) training.
Task Avg CoLA SST STS QQP MNLI QNLI
CoLA 0.86 1.00
SST 0.60 0.25 1.00
MRPC 0.39 0.21 0.34
STS -0.36 -0.60 0.01 1.00
QQP 0.61 0.61 0.27 -0.58 1.00
MNLI 0.54 0.16 0.66 0.40 0.08 1.00
QNLI 0.43 0.13 0.26 0.04 0.27 0.56 1.00
RTE 0.34 0.08 0.16 -0.10 0.04 0.14 0.32
WNLI -0.21 -0.21 -0.37 0.31 -0.37 -0.07 -0.26
Table 4: Pearson correlations between performances on
a subset of all pairs of target tasks, measured over all
runs reported in Table 2. The Avg column shows the
correlation between performance on a target task and
the overall GLUE score. For QQP and STS, the corre-
lations are computed respectively using F1 and Pearson
correlation. Negative correlations are underlined.
ments gained via STS, a small-data task, versus
the negative impact of fairly large-data tasks (e.g.
QNLI), suggests that the benefit of intermediate
training is not solely due to additional training,
but that the signal provided by the intermediate
task complements the original language model-
ing objective. Intermediate training on generation
tasks such as MT and SkipThought significantly
impairs BERT’s transfer ability. We speculate that
this degradation may be due to catastrophic for-
getting in fine-tuning for a task substantially dif-
ferent from the tasks BERT was originally trained
on. This phenomenon might be mitigated in our
ELMo models via the frozen encoder and skip
connection. On the test set, we lag slightly behind
the BERT base results from Devlin et al. (2019),
likely due in part to our limited hyperparameter
tuning.
7 Analysis and Discussion
Target Task Correlations Table 4 presents an
alternative view of the results of the pretraining
experiment (Table 2): The table shows correla-
tions between pairs of target tasks over the space
of pretrained encoders. The correlations reflect
the degree to which the performance on one tar-
get task with some encoder predicts performance
on another target task with the same encoder. See
Appendix D for the full table and similar tables for
intermediate ELMo and BERT experiments.
Many correlations are low, suggesting that dif-
ferent tasks benefit from different forms of pre-
training to a substantial degree, and bolstering the
observation that no single pretraining task yields
good performance on all target tasks. For reasons
noted earlier, the models that tended to perform
best overall also tended to overfit the WNLI train-
ing set most, leading to a negative correlation be-
tween WNLI and overall GLUE score. STS also
shows a negative correlation, likely due to the ob-
servation that it does not benefit from LM pretrain-
ing. In contrast, CoLA shows a strong correla-
tion with the overall GLUE scores, but has weak
or negative correlations with many tasks: The use
of LM pretraining dramatically improves CoLA
performance, but most other forms of pretraining
have little effect.
Learning Curves Figure 2 shows performance
on the overall GLUE metric for encoders pre-
trained to convergence on each task with vary-
ing amounts of data. Looking at pretraining tasks
in isolation (left), most tasks improve slightly as
the amount of data increases, with the LM and
MT tasks showing the most promising combina-
tion of slope and maximum performance. Com-
bining these tasks with ELMo (center) or BERT
(right) yields less interpretable results: the rela-
tionship between training data volume and perfor-
mance becomes weaker, and some of the best re-
sults reported in this paper are achieved by mod-
els that combine ELMo with restricted-data ver-
sions of intermediate tasks like MNLI and QQP.
This effect is amplified with BERT, with train-
ing data volume having unclear or negative rela-
tionships with performance for many tasks. With
large datasets for generation tasks, we see clear ev-
idence of catastrophic forgetting with performance
sharply decreasing in amount of training data.
We also measure the performance of target task
performance for three fully pretrained encoders
under varying amounts of target task data. We find
that all tasks benefit from increasing data quanti-
ties, with no obvious diminishing returns, and that
most tasks see a consistent improvement in per-
formance with the use of pretraining, regardless of
the data volume. We present these learning curves
in Appendix E.
Results on the GLUE Diagnostic Set On
GLUE’s analysis dataset, we find that many of
our pretraining tasks help on examples involv-
ing lexical-semantic knowledge and logical opera-
tions, but less so on examples that highlight world
knowledge. See Appendix F for details.
8 Conclusions
We present a systematic comparison of tasks and
task combinations for the pretraining and interme-
diate fine-tuning of sentence-level encoders like
those seen in ELMo and BERT. With nearly 60
pretraining tasks and task combinations and nine
target tasks, this represents a far more comprehen-
sive study than any seen on this problem to date.
Our primary results are perhaps unsurprising:
LM works well as a pretraining task, and no other
single task is consistently better. Intermediate
training of language models can yield modest fur-
ther gains. Multitask pretraining can produce re-
sults better than any single task can. Target task
performance continues to improve with more LM
data, even at large scales, suggesting that further
work scaling up LM pretraining is warranted.
We also observe several worrying trends. Target
tasks differ significantly in the pretraining tasks
they benefit from, with correlations between target
tasks often low or negative. Multitask pretrain-
ing fails to reliably produce models better than
their best individual components. When trained
on intermediate tasks like MT that are highly dif-
ferent than its original training task, BERT shows
signs of catastrophic forgetting. These trends sug-
gest that improving on LM pretraining with cur-
rent techniques will be challenging.
While further work on language modeling
seems straightforward and worthwhile, we believe
that the future of this line of work will require a
better understanding of the settings in which target
task models can effectively utilize outside knowl-
edge and data, and new methods for pretraining
and transfer learning to do so.
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Small Medium Large
Steps btw. validations 100 100 1000
Attention N N Y
Classifier dropout rate 0.4 0.2 0.2
Classifier hidden dim. 128 256 512
Max pool projection dim. 128 256 512
Table 5: Hyperparameter settings for target-task mod-
els and target-task training for ELMo-style models.
Small-data tasks are RTE and WNLI; medium-data
tasks are CoLA, SST, and MRPC; large-data tasks are
STS, QQP, MNLI, and QNLI. STS has a relatively
small training set, but consistently patterns with the
larger tasks in its behavior.
A Additional Pretraining Task Details
DisSent To extract discourse model examples
from the WikiText-103 corpus (Merity et al.,
2017), we follow the procedure described in Nie
et al. (2019) by extracting clause-pairs that follow
specific dependency relationships within the cor-
pus (see Figure 4 in Nie et al., 2019). We use
the Stanford Parser (Chen and Manning, 2014)
distributed in Stanford CoreNLP version 3.9.1 to
identify the relevant dependency arcs.
Cross-Sentence Attention For MNLI, QQP,
QNLI, and STS with ELMo-style models, we use
an attention mechanism between all pairs of words
representations, followed by a 512D× 2 BiLSTM
with max-pooling over time, following the mech-
anism used in BiDAF (Seo et al., 2017).
Alternative Tasks Any large-scale comparison
like the one attempted in this paper is inevitably
incomplete. Among the thousands of publicly
available NLP datasets, we also performed ini-
tial trial experiments on several datasets for which
we were not able to reach development-set per-
formance above that of the random encoder base-
line in the pretraining or as an intermediate task
with ELMo. These include image-caption match-
ing with MSCOCO (Lin et al., 2014), following
Kiela et al. (2018); the small-to-medium-data text-
understanding tasks collected in NLI format by
Poliak et al. (2018); ordinal common sense in-
ference (Zhang et al., 2017); POS tagging on the
Penn Treebank (Marcus et al., 1993); supertag-
ging on CCGBank (Hockenmaier and Steedman,
2007); and a variant objective on our Reddit data,
inspired by Yang et al. (2018), where the model is
trained to select which of two candidate replies to
a given comment is correct.
B Hyperparameters and Optimization
Details
See Section 5 for general comments on hyperpa-
rameter tuning.
Validation We evaluate on the validation set for
the current training task or tasks every 1,000 steps,
except where noted otherwise for small-data target
tasks. During multitask learning, we multiply this
interval by the number of tasks, evaluating every
9,000 steps during GLUE multitask training, for
example.
Optimizer For BERT, we use the same opti-
mizer and learning rate schedule as Devlin et al.
(2019), with an initial learning rate of 1e-5 and
training for a maximum of three epochs at each
stage (or earlier if we trigger a different early stop-
ping criterion). For all other experiments, we use
AMSGrad (Reddi et al., 2018). During pretrain-
ing, we use a learning rate of 1e-4 for classification
and regression tasks, and 1e-3 for text generation
tasks. During target-task training, we use a learn-
ing rate of 3e-4 for all tasks.
Learning Rate Decay We multiply the learning
rate by 0.5 whenever validation performance fails
to improve for more than 4 validation checks. We
stop training if the learning rate falls below 1e-6.
Early Stopping We maintain a saved check-
point reflecting the best validation result seen so
far. We stop training if we see no improvement af-
ter more than 20 validation checks. After training,
we use the last saved checkpoint.
Regularization For BERT models, we follow
the original work. For non-BERT models, we
apply dropout with a drop rate of 0.2 after the
character CNN in pretraining experiments or af-
ter ELMo, after each LSTM layer, and after each
MLP layer in the task-specific classifier or regres-
sor. For small-data target tasks, we increase MLP
dropout to 0.4 during target-task training.
Preprocessing For BERT, we follow Devlin
et al. (2019) and use the WordPiece (Wu et al.,
2016) tokenizer. For all other experiments, we use
the Moses tokenizer for encoder inputs, and set a
maximum sequence length of 40 tokens. There is
no input vocabulary, as we use ELMo’s character-
based input layer.
For English text generation tasks, we use the
Moses tokenizer to tokenize our data, but use a
word-level output vocabulary of 20,000 types for
tasks that require text generation. For translation
tasks, we use BPE tokenization with a vocabu-
lary of 20,000 types. For all sequence-to-sequence
tasks we train word embeddings on the decoder
side.
Target-Task-Specific Parameters For non-
BERT models, to ensure that baseline performance
for each target task is competitive, we find it nec-
essary to use slightly different models and training
regimes for larger and smaller target tasks. We
used partially-heuristic tuning to separate GLUE
tasks into big-, medium- and small-data groups,
giving each group its own heuristically chosen
task-specific model specifications. Exact values
are shown in Table 5.
Sequence-to-Sequence Models We found bilin-
ear attention to be helpful for the SkipThought and
Reddit pretraining tasks but not for machine trans-
lation, and report results for these configurations.
For ELMo-style models, we use the max-pooled
output of the encoder to initialize the hidden state
of the decoder, and the size of this hidden state is
equal to the size of the output of our shared en-
coder. For BERT, we use the representation corre-
sponding to the [CLS] token to initialize the hid-
den state of the decoder. We reduce the dimension
of the output of the decoder by half via a learned
linear projection before the output softmax layer.
C Multitask Learning Methods
Our multitask learning experiments have three
somewhat distinctive properties: (i) We mix tasks
with very different amounts of training data—at
the extreme, under 1,000 examples for WNLI, and
over 1,000,000,000 examples from LM BWB. (ii)
Our goal is to optimize the quality of the shared
encoder, not the performance of any one of the
tasks in the multitask mix. (iii) We mix a relatively
large number of tasks, up to eighteen at once in
some conditions. These conditions make it chal-
lenging but important to avoid overfitting or un-
derfitting any of our tasks.
Relatively little work has been done on this
problem, so we conduct a small experiment here.
All our experiments use the basic paradigm of ran-
domly sampling a new task to train on at each
step, and we experiment with two hyperparame-
ters that can be used to control over- and underfit-
ting: The probability with which we sample each
Pretraining Tasks
Sampling GLUE S1 S2 S3
Uniform 69.1 53.7 82.1 31.7
Proportional 69.8 52.0 83.1 36.6
Log Proportional 68.8 54.3 82.9 31.2
Power 0.75 69.3 51.1 82.7 37.9
Power 0.66 69.0 53.4 82.8 35.5
Power 0.5 69.1 55.6 83.3 35.9
Table 6: Comparison of sampling methods on four
subsets of GLUE using uniform loss scaling. The re-
ported scores are averages of the development set re-
sults achieved for each task after early stopping. Re-
sults in bold are the best within each set.
Loss Scaling
Sampling Uniform Proportional Power 0.75
Uniform 69.1 69.7 69.8
Proportional 69.8 69.4 69.6
Log Proportional 68.8 68.9 68.9
Power 0.75 69.3 69.1 69.0
Table 7: Combinations of sampling and loss scaling
methods on GLUE tasks. Results in bold are tied for
best overall GLUE score.
task and the weight with which we scale the loss
for each task. Our experiments follow the setup
in Appendix B, and do not use the ELMo BiL-
STM. For validation metrics like perplexity that
decrease from high starting values during training,
we include the transformed metric 1 − metric250 in
our average, where the constant 250 was tuned in
early experiments.
Task Sampling We consider several approaches
to determine the probability with which to sample
a task during training, generally making this prob-
ability a function of the amount of data available
for the task. For task i with training set size Ni,
the probability is pi = f(Ni)/
∑
j f(Nj), where
f(Ni) = 1 (Uniform), Ni (Proportional), log(Ni)
(Log Proportional), or Nai (Power a) where a is a
constant.
Loss Scaling At each update, we scale the loss
of a task with weight wi = f(Ni)/maxjf(Nj),
where f(Ni) = 1 (Uniform), Nj (Proportional),
or Naj (Power a).
Experiments For task sampling, we run exper-
iments with multitask learning on the full set of
nine GLUE tasks, as well as three subsets: sin-
gle sentence tasks (S1: SST, CoLA), similarity
and paraphrase tasks (S2: MRPC, STS, QQP), and
inference tasks (S3: WNLI, QNLI, MNLI, RTE).
The results are shown in Table 6.
We also experiment with several combinations
of task sampling and loss scaling methods, using
only the full set of GLUE tasks. The results are
shown in Table 7.
While no combination of methods consistently
offers dramatically better performance than any
other, we observe that it is generally better to ap-
ply only one of non-uniform sampling and non-
uniform loss scaling at a time rather than apply
both simultaneously, as they provide roughly the
same effect. Following encouraging results from
earlier pilot experiments, we use power 0.75 task
sampling and uniform loss scaling in the multitask
learning experiments shown in Table 2.
D Additional Target Task Correlations
Tables 8, 9, and 10 respectively show the full tar-
get task correlations computed over pretraining,
intermediate ELMo, and intermediate BERT ex-
periments.
See Section 7 for a discussion about correla-
tions for the pretraining experiments. The general
trends in correlation vary significantly between
the three experimental settings, which we take to
roughly indicate the different types of knowledge
encoded in ELMo and BERT. The exception is that
WNLI is consistently negatively correlated with
the other target tasks and often the overall GLUE
score.
For intermediate ELMo experiments, correla-
tions are generally low, with the exception of
MNLI with other tasks. CoLA is negatively cor-
related with most other tasks, while QQP and SST
are positively correlated with most tasks.
For intermediate BERT experiments, correla-
tions with the GLUE score are quite high, as we
found that intermediate training often negatively
impacted GLUE score. QQP is highly negatively
correlated with most other tasks, while the smaller
tasks like MRPC and RTE are most highly corre-
lated with overall GLUE score.
E Additional Learning Curves
Figure 3 shows learning curves reflecting the
amount of target-task data required to train a
model on each GLUE task, starting from three se-
lected encoders. See Section 7 for discussion.
F Diagnostic Set Results
Tables 11 and 12 show results on the four coarse-
grained categories of the GLUE diagnostic set for
all our pretraining experiments. This set con-
sists of about 1000 expert-constructed examples
in NLI format meant to isolate a range of relevant
phenomena. Results use the target task classifier
trained on the MNLI training set.
No model achieves performance anywhere
close to human-level performance, suggesting that
either none of our pretrained models extract fea-
tures that are suitable for robust reasoning over
text, or that the MNLI training set and the MNLI
target-task model are not able to exploit any such
features that exist. See Section 7 for further dis-
cussion.
While no model achieves near-human perfor-
mance, the use of ELMo and appears to be helpful
on examples that highlight world knowledge and
lexical-semantic knowledge, and less so on exam-
ples that highlight complex logical reasoning pat-
terns or alternations in sentence structure. This
relative weakness on sentence structure is some-
what surprising given the finding in Zhang and
Bowman (2018) that language model pretraining
is helpful for tasks involving sentence structure.
Using BERT helps significantly with under-
standing sentence structure, lexical knowledge,
and logical reasoning, but does not seem to help
on world knowledge over using ELMo. Encourag-
ingly, we find that intermediate training of BERT
on all of our pretraining tasks outperforms inter-
mediate training on one or no tasks in two of the
four categories.
Figure 3: Target-task training learning curves for each GLUE task with three encoders: the random encoder without
ELMo (left), random with ELMo (center), and MTL Non-GLUE pretraining (right).
Task Avg CoLA SST MRPC STS QQP MNLI QNLI RTE WNLI
CoLA 0.86 1.00
SST 0.60 0.25 1.00
MRPC 0.39 0.21 0.34 1.00
STS -0.36 -0.60 0.01 0.29 1.00
QQP 0.61 0.61 0.27 -0.17 -0.58 1.00
MNLI 0.54 0.16 0.66 0.56 0.40 0.08 1.00
QNLI 0.43 0.13 0.26 0.32 0.04 0.27 0.56 1.00
RTE 0.34 0.08 0.16 -0.09 -0.10 0.04 0.14 0.32 1.00
WNLI -0.21 -0.21 -0.37 0.31 0.31 -0.37 -0.07 -0.26 0.12 1.00
Table 8: Pearson correlations between performances on different target tasks, measured over all pretraining runs
reported in Table 2.
Task Avg CoLA SST MRPC STS QQP MNLI QNLI RTE WNLI
CoLA 0.07 1.00
SST 0.32 -0.48 1.00
MRPC 0.42 -0.20 0.29 1.00
STS 0.41 -0.40 0.26 0.21 1.00
QQP 0.02 0.08 0.26 0.18 0.15 1.00
MNLI 0.60 -0.21 0.33 0.38 0.72 0.21 1.00
QNLI 0.50 0.10 0.03 0.12 0.63 -0.01 0.72 1.00
RTE 0.39 -0.13 -0.15 0.21 0.27 -0.04 0.60 0.59 1.00
WNLI -0.14 0.02 0.23 -0.29 -0.02 0.15 0.02 -0.25 -0.22 1.00
Table 9: Pearson correlations between performances on different target tasks, measured over all ELMo runs re-
ported in Table 3. Negative correlations are underlined.
Task Avg CoLA SST MRPC STS QQP MNLI QNLI RTE WNLI
CoLA 0.71 1.00
SST 0.41 0.32 1.00
MRPC 0.83 0.67 0.62 1.00
STS 0.82 0.34 0.21 0.60 1.00
QQP -0.41 0.01 0.04 -0.05 -0.64 1.00
MNLI 0.73 0.31 0.10 0.42 0.69 -0.68 1.00
QNLI 0.73 0.38 0.29 0.56 0.43 -0.11 0.62 1.00
RTE 0.88 0.47 0.22 0.56 0.87 -0.70 0.68 0.55 1.00
WNLI 0.45 -0.10 -0.03 0.20 0.79 -0.89 0.65 0.11 0.69 1.00
Table 10: Pearson correlations between performances on different target tasks, measured over all BERT runs
reported in Table 3. Negative correlations are underlined.
Pretr. Knowledge Lexical Semantics Logic Predicate/Argument Str.
Baselines
Random 17.6 19.6 12.5 26.9
GLUE Tasks as Pretraining Tasks
CoLA 15.3 24.2 14.9 31.7
SST 16.1 24.8 16.5 28.7
MRPC 16.0 25.2 12.6 26.4
QQP 12.8 22.5 12.9 30.8
STS 16.5 20.2 13.0 27.1
MNLI 16.4 20.4 17.7 29.9
QNLI 13.6 21.3 12.2 28.0
RTE 16.3 23.1 14.5 28.8
WNLI 18.8 19.5 13.9 29.1
Non-GLUE Pretraining Tasks
DisSent WP 18.5 24.2 15.4 27.8
LM WP 14.9 16.6 9.4 23.0
LM BWB 15.8 19.4 9.1 23.9
MT En-De 13.4 24.6 14.8 30.1
MT En-Ru 13.4 24.6 14.8 30.1
Reddit 13.9 20.4 14.1 26.0
SkipThought 15.1 22.0 13.7 27.9
Multitask Pretraining
MTL All 16.3 21.4 11.2 28.0
MTL GLUE 12.5 21.4 15.0 30.1
MTL Outside 14.5 19.7 13.1 26.2
Table 11: GLUE diagnostic set results, reported as R3 correlation coefficients (×100), which standardizes the
score of random guessing by an uninformed model at roughly 0. Human performance on the overall diagnostic set
is roughly 80. Results in bold are the best overall.
Pretr. Knowledge Lexical Semantics Logic Predicate/Argument Str.
ELMo with Intermediate Task Training
RandomE 19.2 22.9 9.8 25.5
CoLAE 17.2 21.6 9.2 27.3
SSTE 19.4 20.5 9.7 28.5
MRPCE 11.8 20.5 12.1 27.4
QQPE 17.5 16.0 9.9 30.5
STSE 18.0 18.4 9.1 25.5
MNLIE 17.0 23.2 14.4 23.9
QNLIE 17.4 24.1 10.7 30.2
RTEE 18.0 20.2 8.7 28.0
WNLIE 16.5 19.8 7.3 25.2
DisSent WPE 16.3 23.0 11.6 26.5
MT En-DeE 19.2 21.0 13.5 29.7
MT En-RuE 20.0 20.1 11.9 21.4
RedditE 14.7 22.3 15.0 29.0
SkipThoughtE 20.5 18.5 10.4 26.8
MTL GLUEE 20.6 22.1 14.7 25.3
MTL Non-GLUEE 15.7 23.7 12.6 29.0
MTL AllE 13.8 18.4 10.8 26.7
BERT with Intermediate Task Training
Single-TaskB 20.3 36.3 21.7 40.4
CoLAB 18.5 34.0 23.5 40.1
SSTB 19.8 36.0 23.2 39.1
MRPCB 20.6 33.3 20.9 37.8
QQPB 17.4 35.7 23.8 40.5
STSB 21.3 34.7 24.0 40.7
MNLIB 19.1 34.0 23.3 41.7
QNLIB 20.3 38.4 24.4 41.5
RTEB 15.4 32.6 20.2 38.5
WNLIB 20.8 35.8 23.1 39.3
DisSent WPB 17.9 34.0 23.7 39.1
MT En-DeB 18.6 33.8 20.7 37.4
MT En-RuB 14.2 30.2 20.3 36.5
RedditB 16.5 29.9 22.7 37.1
SkipThoughtB 15.8 35.0 20.9 38.3
MTL GLUEB 17.0 35.2 24.3 39.6
MTL Non-GLUEB 18.7 37.0 21.8 40.6
MTL AllB 17.8 40.3 27.5 41.0
Table 12: GLUE diagnostic set results, reported as R3 correlation coefficients (×100), which standardizes the
score of random guessing by an uninformed model at roughly 0. Human performance on the overall diagnostic set
is roughly 80. Results in bold are the best by section.
